tjl. INTRODUCTION
Since the proof of Theorem 1.2 holds when M has compact boundary, the following corollary is a simple consequence of Theorem 1.2. Jorge and Xavier [6] proved that there exist many nonplanar complete minimal surfaces in the open slab S= {(xl. x2, x,)10< x3 c 1) in iw'. The existence of these surfaces answered a question raised by Calabi as to whether a complete minimal surface in a halfspace must be a plane. Later Rosenberg and Toubiana [ 111, using a similar construction. proved that the slab S contains a complete minimally immersed annulus A. The annulus A intersects each plane P, = {x3 =t) in a single closed immersed curve for every t in the interval (0, 1). In particular. the expamples of Rosenberg and Toubiana are proper minimal immersions into S. These existence theorems contrast strongly with a recent theorem of Hoffman [13] imply that the Gauss map of X obtains cvcry value infinitely often except for possibly 4 values.
We make one further remark that clarifies the reason for the finite topology hypotheses that will appear in the statcmcnt of our second technical result. Recently Callahan, Hoffman, and Meeks [I] constructed a periodic, properly embedded, minimal surface hIcaB_' that intersects the x,x,-plane in a simple closed curve. The portion Aft = {XI. x2. x3)~lZflx3>0~ is a proper minimal surface in Iw3 that is contained in a halfspace. has compact analytic boundary, and the Gauss map of M + obtains every value infinitely often. By the next theorem, MC must, as we already knew, have infinite topology. This technical theorem will be used in the proof of part 3 of Theorem 1.2. Let C be a catenoid in Iw3 with the z-axis as symmetry axis. Let X be the closure of the component of Iw3 -C that contains the z-axis. Let 0-U = [(x, y, ;)E Iw31z >O) and ti its closure. Let M be an annulus conformally diffeomorphic to D,= {<E Q)lr<lcl< 1) for some r, OGr < 1. Let f: M -+iw-' be a proper conformal minimal immersion of AI. f (hf)= A and
AcXnti.
After homothetically shrinking or expanding C and A, we can assume C is the standard catenoid. i.e., C has the conformal structure of C- (0] and is embedded in UP as follows: For the part of C in n we have following non-parametric expression: x2 +y2 =cosh2z, z 2 0. Hence, at any point p =(x, _v. Z)E C n ti, the normal vector is Proof of Theorem 1.1. Assume A has infinite total curvature. Let g:E-+Cu{c;c) be the Gauss map of A composed with stereographic projection. Similarly define g:C-(0; +Cujx} to be the Gauss map of C composed with stereographic projection. Recall, in fact, that in our original parametrization F of C, g(5)= E, for ~EC-{O}. It is well-known that g is holomorphic. In particular, if A has infinite total curvature, then g has an essential singularity at cc: (see [lo] ). Recall that the Gauss map of C is 1 NC(()=-1 +K12 (2 Re <, 2 Im 5, ItI2 -1)
for <E E and the Gauss map of A is
Similarly dcfinc the angle Y(i) such that cosY(~)=NA*(O. 0, I)=----,-i.
Since for P = (.r, I', 2) E A. 2 = G,(i) = F,(r" * exp 6) = a logljl + h, for some u > 0, b 2 0, then sinW) 15".cxphl.
Choose a positive integer m > u. Since (r"*exph)/g(<) has an csscntial singularity at 00, thcrc is a divergent sequence {en} such that 15: *exp bl/lg(&)l +O as n-r 00. Dclcte a ray I in C such that I does not contain any &. Then on C-I, r" is well-defined and (4) as n-r r. In particular, y(j,)+z as n-+0. So U(FJ(<:-exph))+O, Y(;.)+O as n+,zo. We see by (3) and (4) 
as ndco. Here sin0( F,(<i -exph))=sinqc,)= I/coshc,, and L.= F,(<; -exph)=G,(&). The larger the n, the bigger the value of G,(<,). By the argument in the proof of Lemma 2.3, we can choose n so large that the tangent plane of A at G(j,) does not intersect SA. By (S), we can also choose the n so that sin g( F,(<: sexp h)) < l/16.
It follows from Lemma 2.3 that the tangent plane of A at G(<,) will have a compact contained in a plane. The annulus A has a conformal structure that is induced by the pulled back metric of the immersion X and in this conformal structure the coordinate functions are harmonic. Let H + = ((.r, , x2, be the upper halfspace in [w3 and let P,= {(x,, x2, X3)E R31.x3 = l ). Further suppose X(A)c H +. We will study the geometry of such minimal annuli. First we have Then inf,,,,(X,(p))=r,,>O whcrc t,<t.
By the maximum principle, X,ID > 1,. Hcncc thcrc exists a divcrgcnt scqucncc of points, pie D, such that X,(pJ+t,,.
Since Xld is proper, X(D) is a closed subset of IwJ. It follows that we can choose a small ball H of radius E>O centered at (0.0, t,,) such that B is disjoint from X(b) u P,. Suppose n is chosen large enough so that X,(pJ < r. +r:/2 and let C be a small circle in P ,u.,,2nB centered at (0, 0. r,+s/Z).
Note that there exists a proper region '6 of a catenoid with ?6'= C. X(p,) lies below %', %' is a graph over its projection onto c?H + and the third coordinate of %' is bounded from above by t, +~/2. (See Fig. I 
%7,,, n X(D) c Int(%,,,) n Int(X(D)

I. a can be chosen homotopir to r in A;
D is simply connected;
If A, and A, ure the two suhunnuli of A -a, luhelled so that l-c A,, then V, n A, = a.
In 
to r by a path /I in E such that (/j n SE) -I-= (4).
Since a separates q and I-, fi A (z -{p)) # 0 and so E A D # 0. We conclude that E = D. This implies q is contained in the boundary of exactly one down region. The argument given for the construction of the loop z shows that there exists an embedded loop yc D U {q) that is homotopic to r and hence y is homotopic to z. Clearly we can choose y so that y n z = 0.
The curves I and 7 bound a subannulus A,, of A with X,ISA,,<t. Since X, is a harmonic function, XJA, ,< t. This contradicts the fact that there exists a W'E A, near q with X,(w) > t.
This contradiction proves this lemma. 0 ProofI Notice that the previous lemmas arc true when X(,4) has a picccwise smooth boundary. Let A' be the component of A -7 which is disjoint from r. Suppose T= X,(y). By Lemma 4.1 and the maximum principle, X,12> Tand by Lemma 4.3, icontains no vertical points. This proves the first statement in the corollary.
Suppose X,Ir is constant. Since X(A) is smooth and X,>X,Ir, the Hopf boundary maximum principle implies that there arc no vertical points on I-. This proves the last statement in the lemma.
cl
If the boundary of X(A) is contained in a plane parallel to SH +, we have proved there are no vertical points, so we will only consider the case that X(r) is not contained in any P,.
We will further assume that X,/CA has only a finite number of critical points. This assumption on X,ISA holds when X(r) is an analytic curve and XJ2A is not constant. Proc$ Fix some t > 0. Notice that p E V, means that the tangent plane of X(p) is P,. We observe that Y,n I-must be a finite set. since X,Ir has a finite number ofcritical points. By Since X,l?F=t, the maximum principle implies X, is constant. This contradiction proves this lemma. cl Lemma 4.4 tells us that each level set X; '(t)c A contains only a finite number of vertical points. Our next step is to prove that V, is nonempty for only a finite number of values oft. We make a definition that is useful in proving this step. for all j<n -I. it follows from the previous statement that at most one pi is contained in the boundary of exactly one down region. Suppose for the moment that pt is in the boundary of another down region &E 9(tt). In this case there exists a local minima mL + , E ('4 n I-for X,IT. Note that f&c D, + , for k <n, and hence m, + , E 2D, + , -?D, when k<n. Let m, ~60, be a local minimum of X,lr. Since m, is dcfincd for cvcry i in (I. . . . , n) cxccpt possibly one and the mi arc distinct local minimum of X&l-, then nG N(T)+ I. 
